An Empirical Research on SMC in an Extended Enterprise Environment
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Abstract. There are few empirical researches and applications of SMC models for shortage of customer data and their complexity. Choosing IT distribution market industry as background, an empirical research is done in this paper. The conclusion is that SMC models do work in IT distribution market industry. They have relatively high prediction accuracy. Also, the revise advice for SMC is put forward to meet different types of customer behaviors.

1 Introduction

SMC models are a group of models to forecast customer’s buying behaviors and were provided in 1987 by D.C. Schmittlein, D.G. Morrison and R. Colombo [1]. There are few empirical researches and applications of SMC models for shortage of customer data and their complexity [2, 3]. If SMC models are proved to be true, they are very valuable in designing analytical CRM (Customer Relationship Management) systems.

Choosing IT distribution market industry as background, an empirical research is done in this paper. Digital China is the biggest company in China’s IT distribution market. Through random sample, we obtained 1324 customers’ consumption records
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to determine the parameters of SMC models. Then, we selected 331 customers to test SMC models. The conclusion is that SMC models do work in IT distribution market industry. They have relatively high prediction accuracy. The application of SMC models in CRM is discussed in details. Also, the modification advice for SMC is put forward to meet different types of customer behaviors.

2 Hypotheses Development

SMC models have four models to calculate the following variables in customer behavior prediction:
1) The description on current customer’s active degree; the customer’s active degree is a variable describing the probability of customers’ purchase; the higher the value is, the larger the customer’s possibility will be.
2) Purchase frequency within the next trading period “T1”;
3) The probability for customers to purchase $K$ times within the next period “T2”
4) Expected dollar volume in each purchase.

For the limitation of the paper, the exact models are not presented in the paper; anyone who has interesting can find them in Schmittlein et al., [1, 2].

We consider that SMC models are suitable for the forecasting of customer’s buying behavior in IT distribution market industry, that is:

Hypothesis 1: The customer’s active degree model of SMC models comes into existence in IT distribution market.

Hypothesis 2: The expected purchases number model of SMC models comes into existence in IT distribution market.

Hypothesis 3: The probability of purchasing appointed number times during a period of time in the future model of SMC models comes into existence in IT distribution market industry.

The defect lies in that the expected future dollar volume model is not verified in this paper due to data resources.

3 Research methodology

3.1 Data collection

Digital China is a first class IT distribution enterprise in China. Our research selected its customer in the Beijing area as a sample to check out SMC models’ applicability in the IT distribution field. To validate the efficiency of SMC models in IT distribution market industry, we divide the customers sample pool into two parts: customer sample I and II. The first one’s final observation time is October in 2001 and the other one’s final observation time is November in 2001. In other words, customers sample I traces from the initial time to October, 2001, while Customers sample II trace from the initial time to November, 2001. In order to
judge the applicability of the SMC models, we analyze customer sample I using SMC models to forecast whether the customer will make purchase in November and how many times the purchases happen, then we compared the results with the actual situation in Customers sample II. The total sample is 331 customers.

3.2 SMC models validation analysis

Using Schmittlein and Peterson’s 2-step parameter definition method [2] to analyze the data getting from the customer sample I, we obtain the result that $r = 1.66$, $\alpha = 3.58$, $s = 0.33$, $\beta = 0.5$, then using the corresponding model in SMC, we get the concrete value of each customer’s active degree, expected purchase number and the probability to purchase certain times in November, 2001. Through the comparison of the forecasting value and actual value, we testified the applicability of SMC model in IT distribution market industry. In other words, the former three assumptions are validated.

Customer’s active degree model can be used to forecast the customer’s buying behavior in IT distribution market

Compared the 311 customers’ forecasting active degree in November, 2001 with their true buying record in sample II, it is found that when the forecasting active degree is below 0.600, the actual purchase hardly happens. With the increase of the customer’s active degree, the possibility of happening 1 or 2 times purchase increases greatly. When the customer’s active degree equals to 1, the possibility of purchase once is the biggest, and so does the possibility of purchase twice. These analytical results can be seen in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Forecasting value of customer’s active degree in Nov. 2001</th>
<th>Sample Volume</th>
<th>Customer’s actual purchase number in November, 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample Volume</td>
<td>Ratio (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0, 0.600]</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.600, 1.000)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be confirmed that 0.600 is the critical value between the active customers and the inactive customers. Below this value, the customers are inactive which means there is little chance left for the enterprise to trade with these customers, it is safe to say that this group of customers is already lost. And above this value, the
customers are active, the higher the active degree of the customers is, the greater the possibilities and times of the purchase are. Thus, the critical value of the customer's active degree is a very important way to forecast customer's buying behavior. If the enterprise prepares to trade with some customers, the managers must be sure that these customers’ active degree are higher than the critical value. So, customer’s active degree is a necessary condition for enterprise to choose aim customer in the future.

Therefore, the active degree model in SMC models can be applied at the customer's buying behavior forecasting in the IT distribution industry, so hypothesis 1 is demonstrated.

The expected purchase number model can be used to forecast the customer's buying behavior in IT distribution market

Through the comparison of the forecasting value of customer's expected purchase number based on customer sample I and the actual purchase number in customer sample II, we validate the validity of forecasting the customer's future buying behavior using the SMC's expected purchase number model. The prediction details are shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The forecast of customer's expected purchase number in November, 2001</th>
<th>Sample Volume</th>
<th>The actual customer's purchase number in November, 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample Volume</td>
<td>Ratio (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.000,0.300]</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.300,0.500]</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.500,0.800]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.800,1.000]</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1.000,1.700]</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, we can see that the possibility of none purchase becomes less when customers’ expected purchase number increase, in other words, the purchase probability becomes larger. When the forecasting value comes to a certain value, customers incline to make more purchase. What's more, for any customer sample, we can find a critical value of customer's expected purchase number. Under this critical value, a customer's real purchase chance in future is very little. Thus, for most customers, if there is a purchase, the forecasting value of customer's expected purchase number must be higher than the critical value. Just like the critical value of customer's active degree, this condition can be recognized as another necessary condition to forecast customer's buying behavior.
Therefore, the expected purchase number model in SMC models can be applied at the customer's buying behavior forecasting in IT distribution industry, so hypothesis 2 is demonstrated.

The probability of purchasing appointed number times during a period of time model is validated in IT distribution market industry

We can get the probability $P[x^* | r, \alpha, s, \beta, x, t_1, t_2, t^*]$ of any customers in customer sample I with $x^*$ times trading happened at the time period $t^*$ ($t^*$ represents any time period after $t_2$). The results show that the probability of purchasing 3 times is zero, and the chance of buying twice is small also. With the increase of $x^*$, this value decreases. This is corresponding to the actual situation. Take the time period of November 2001 as an example. In this month, the trading frequency of customers are all below 3, in other words, the probability of purchasing 3 times is zero, there are only 7 customers whose purchase frequency is equal to 2, which takes up 2.12% of the customer sample, there are 56 customers whose trading frequency is equal to 1, accounted for the 16.97% of the customer sample and customers without trading take up the largest portion at 80.81%. With the extending of the time $t^*$, this value becomes greater, this is an obvious result. This illustrates that this model is suitable for the IT distribution market. From the expression of formula (9), we can clearly see that $P[x^* | r, \alpha, s, \beta, x, t_1, t_2, t^*]$ is the product of two numbers which both between the value of 0 and 1. Thus, it is a comparatively small positive number. Through the one by one analysis of the customers' data sample I, we tested this point. The model based on the Digital China's customers' data is consistent with the theoretical model, hence we validate the fact that this model can be applied into IT distribution market, in other words, hypothesis 3 comes into existence.

Because this forecasting value is relatively small in most cases, it is not suitable for enterprise to use. So we advise to use customer's active degree and the customer's expected purchase number as the two important indexes to forecast customer's buying behavior.

4 Conclusions

Through empirical research, this paper proves the applicability of SMC models in IT distribution market, but these models cannot necessarily be applied to all industries. A key factor that whether SMC models could be applied is that whether Poisson distribution could be used to describe the customer buying behavior in that industry. In fact, customer's buying behavior is close to time nonhomogeneous Poisson distribution, and this case is more usual in fact. For SMC models' wide applicability, it is surely a research trend to use time nonhomogeneous Poisson distribution to substitute time homogenous Poisson distribution, which could greatly expand the range of applicability.
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